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Continuous Uortices with Broken Symmetry in Rotating Superfluil 3He-A

H. K. Seppala, P. J. Hakonen, M. Krusius, T. Ohmi, M. M. Salomaa, and J. T. Simola
Low Temperature Laboratory, Helsinki University of Technology, SF 02-150 Espoo I5, Finland

and

G. E. Volovik
L. D. Landau Institute for Theoretical Physics, US.S.R. Academy ofSciences, II 7334 Moscow, US.S.R.

(Received 28 February 1984)

New NMR measurements are reported on continuous He-A vortices in tilted magnetic
fields. We introduce a symmetry classification of the continuous vortices with broken axial
symmetry. It is found that the discrete internal symmetry may in addition be broken in two
inequivalent ways, producing two different continuous vortices. Although NMR may not
distinguish between these two vortices, the observed vortex satellite peak is well accounted
for by spin waves localized in the soft core of such vortices.

PACS numbers: 67.50.Fi

Recent NMR experiments' have produced the
first data on vortices in rotating superfluid 3He. In
particular, in the anisotropic A phase the NMR
results suggest the presence of new vortices2 which
unlike vortices in He-II do not involve a superflow
given simply by the gradient of phase. Instead, vor-
ticity ('vr x v, ) is continuously distributed and sup-
ported by smooth winding of the orbital part of the
order parameter. In this Letter we report new
NMR measurements, where the static magnetic
field H=28.4 mT is tilted by an angle p, with
respect to the common orientation of the rotation
axis 0 and the axis z of the cylindrical sample. We
also calculate the vortex texture numerically: Two
distinct axially nonsymmetric continuous vortices
are found, with different symmetries in the l tex-
ture but with their NMR signatures in good agree-
ment with the observations.

Two topologically different types of vortices with
continuous vorticity are relevant for 3He-A as fol-
lows: (i) singular vortices with a hard-core radius
of the order of the superfluid coherence length

g
—0.01 p, m inside which the A phase pairing am-

plitude tends to zero, and (ii) continuous vortices
with no hard core and with A phase everywhere. In
the present experiments, with magnetic fields larger
than the dipolar field Hn —2.5 mT, both kinds of
vortices possess a soft core with a radius of the or-
der of the dipole length gD —10 p, m, within which
the vorticity is concentrated.

In the measurements we study the effect of rota-
tion on the transverse cw NMR absorption. The
most prominent feature is an 0-dependent line
broadening. Close to T, it is caused by spin dif-
fusion and at lower temperatures primarily by the
scattering of spin waves from vortices. 3 However,
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FIG. 1. Frequency shift fy fp of the vortex satellite-
in terms of Rr2 —2fp(fy —fp)/(fL)2 at 29.3 bars as a
function of temperature with 0= 28.4 mT orientated at
three different angles JM, with respect to A.

the crucial new feature of the NMR signal in the ro-
tating state is a small satellite absorption peak, due
to vortices. Its shift from the Larmor frequency fp,
fy fp, is a we—akly temperature-dependent fraction
of the bulk A liquid shift fz fp. The vo—rtex shift
fv fp is independent of 0 and Hin the region of
the measurements (0 ( 2 rad/s and H = 10—30
mT), and it does not depend on the orientation of
H either, as is illustrated by the data in Fig. 1.

Spin-wave resonance absorption due to localized
modes in the dipole-unlocked soft cores causes the
vortex satellite. The structure of the soft core is
not affected by the vortex density; consequently,
fv fp is insensitive to 0 . The integrated NMR
absorption of the satellite peak Iv, on the other
hand, reflects the number of vortices and is propor-
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tional to Q, as seen in Fig. 2. Contrary to fi. f—p,
Ii. appears nearly temperature independent which
may be understood as a cancellation of the drop in
Rrz = (fvz —fpz )/(fi) z (c.f. Fig. 1) and the increase
in gD resulting in an increase in the soft-core radius
with decreasing temperature. Observe that Iv pro-
vides a more sensitive probe of the core structure
than the shift fi fp as is illustrated in the depen-
dence on H in Figs. 1 and 2.

Unlike in the He-8 experiments, ' no time lag is
observed between the satellite absorption intensity
and the rotation speed during acceleration or de-
celeration within the time scale of the cw NMR
measurement (signal averaging limits the time reso-
lution to 1 s). This is a strong indication in favor of
continuous vortices. Furthermore, the calculated
values of fy —fp and Ii/(I«, Q) are closer to the
experimental results in continuous vortex models;
typically Rq —0.5 and Ii/(I«, Q) —0.05 while for
singular vortices larger values, RT —1 and I~/
(I„,Q ) —0.5, are obtained. This is due to the shal-
lower spin-wave potential of singular vortices and
the correspondingly more extended spin waves
spreading well beyond the soft core.

Outside the core, superflow restricts l to the plane
perpendicular to Q, while d is confined to the plane
perpendicular to H. Tilting H away from the rota-
tion axis fixes the orientation for the common
dipole-locked axis of l and d as the intersection of
the two planes. The slight deviation from a uni-
form l field and the spontaneous distortion of the

0.1 5—

1, P =e'~P P3=e' TOy

P2 = Pi P3 = TPOy ~.
(2)

vortex lattice along l are discussed by Ohmi. 4

Quantitative agreement with the NMR measure-
ment is obtained by simply assuming that the uni-
form d field extends over the core, and thus the net
effect of tilting H is only to fix the l and d orienta-
tions without causing changes in the l field. Indeed,
this interpretation is supported by the frequency-
shift data in Fig. 1. However, the absorption data in
Fig. 2 do not conform to this picture. In addition to
a slight p, dependence of the texture, this is partly
associated with the fact that the total rf absorption
I„,decreases below its stationary-state value linear-
ly with 0 when p, deviates from zero. Since the
missing rf absorption is proportional to Iv(Q), we
infer that it is transferred to the longitudinal NMR
mode.

Let us now classify the symmetries of the con-
tinuous vortices using the approach of Salomaa and
Volovik. 5 Consider the simple singular-phase vor-
tex with two quanta of circulation located in a uni-
form I field along x. Writing the order parameter as

A, ce d (5,'+id, ,") with i=it, '&5", we represent
the vortex as

A, = C(r)x (y, + iz, )e

where x,y, z and r, Q, z are Cartesian and cylindrical
coordinates. The amplitude C(r) vanishes in the
hard core, C ( r 0) 0. This vortex is invariant
under the discrete symmetry operations of the sym-
metry group Z2x Z2 with four elements as follows:
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Here P denotes parity transformation PA, (r )
= —A i( —r ), T represents time inversion TA,
= A 't, O~„describes combined rotation of the
spin and orbital spaces about y through m, and e' is
a gauge transformation. The same elements of
symmetry remain in a tilted field if one assumes
that the tilting of 0does not change the texture.

The vortex in Eq. (1), which represents the
asymptotic form of the continuous vortices at large
r, is unstable with respect to perturbations breaking
space parity P, which transforms this singular vor-
tex into a continuous one with lower energy. The
symmetry P may be broken in two different ways:
either P2 or P3 may be conserved. Following Ref.
5, we call these vortices e and w. We use the trial
functions2

FIG. 2. Integrated NMR absorption Iv of the vortex
satellite as a function of 0 for 1 —T/T, =0.22-0.25.
The I& is normalized to the measured total absorption It
simultaneously.

b, '+ii" = [(z sin4+y cos4) sing+ x cosy

+ i ( —y sin@+ z cos4) j e

(3)
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FIG. 3. The l and v, fields of the continuous vortices with two quanta of circulation: (a) v vortex with symmetry P2,
and (b) w vortex with symmetry P3. The arrows show l projected into the x-y plane perpendicular to 0; H is along 0
while d is along x. (c) V, is practically indistinguishable for both vortex textures; arrows depict
v, = (it/2m3)[h (85 /Bx)x +~' (a~"/ay)y]. The radii of the circles are 5$D.

where the phase rp=$+$o is chosen such that
$o= —rr/2 for the P2 symmetric v vortex and

$o = 0 for the P3 symmetric w vortex, and g( r ) is
a trial function with 7) ( r =~) = —q( r = 0) = 7r/2
Note that any observable physical property exhibits
the nonconservation of parity P. We minimize the
dipole and gradient energies with respect to g( r ).
The vortex energy per unit length is written as2

Fq=n p, (f/2m3) [31n(R/(D)+ C ——', ], where R
is the radius of the Wigner-Seitz cell of the vortex
lattice and C contains the gradient and dipole con-
tributions primarily from the soft core. Solving the
two-dimensional Euler-Lagrange equations for
q( r ) gives C"=1.6 and C =1.1. The resulting l
textures are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respec-
tively.

The topological constraint on the continuous vor-
tex requires that l traverses through all points on
the unit sphere. In both the v and w vortices there
exist two points where l is along the rotation axis,
I= +z. These points may be regarded as the
centers of 2m Mermin-Ho vortices. In zero field
the Mermin-Ho vortices form a lattice, 4 whereas at
high fields they cluster into bound pairs forming 4n.

Anderson-Toulouse-Chechetkin types of vortices. '

These vortex pairs have an analogy in the "instan-
ton quarks" —a pair forming an instanton. s In the
v vortex, called "radial hyperbolic" by Maki, 9 the
pair axis lies along x II d. In the w vortex ("circular
hyperbolic" ), the pair axis is perpendicular to d.

However, such projections do not provide unique
characterization: Plotting l„(xy) and l, (xy) [in-
stead of l„(x,y) and l~(x,y)] for the w vortex we

reproduce the pattern shown in Fig. 3(a), while a
similar projection of the v vortex gives Fig. 3(b) ro-
tated by 180'. Both vortices have practically identi-
cal projections of the v, field, shown in Fig. 3(c).
Thus v and w vortices have related stereometric

structures, but differ in their orientations. A
representation of this 4m vortex structure in terms
of a "radial-hyperbolic" or "circular-hyperbolic"
pair is therefore arbitrary.

The transverse (T) spin-wave frequency is found
by solving the resonance fluctuations of d, yielding
RT2 —1 as the eigenvalue of the lowest state. In a
uniform d texture the transverse spin-wave poten-
tial is VT= —(l„+2l, ). This potential is the dou-
ble well shown in Fig. 4. The two minima lie at
l = + z. The w vortex potential is identical, only ro-
tated by 90' to make the minima coincide with the
locations l= +z in Fig. 3(b). [In longitudinal (L)
NMR, the spin-wave potential is VL = —(2l~2 + l2),
and now the points with I = +y correspond to the
minima; hence VL" = VT. ] The calculated eigen-
values are RT2=0.48 and 0.57 for the v and w vor-

FIG. 4. The potential well VT" = —(2l,'+ l~') for
transverse spin-wave modes of the v vortex. Approxi-
mately, the potential VT for the w vortex is obtained by a
90' rotation about O.
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tices, while the respective normalized weights of
the wave functions yield Iv/(1„,0) =0.035 and
0.038. The experimental values, extrapolated to T„
are RT = 0.70 + 0.10 and I~/(I„,A ) = 0.060
+0.010, if one assumes Rr to vary linearly with

temperature' and the intensity to be constant.
In conclusion, it appears that magnetic measure-

ments will not resolve between the two closely
surements will not resolve between the two closely
similar vortex textures of Fig. 3. It has been point-
ed out by Volovikto that the broken-symmetry
properties of the u vortex give rise to a spontaneous
electric polarization directed along the vortex axis,
while the w vortex instead displays a spontaneous
supercurrent along the vortex axis. For experimen-
tal purposes the predicted value of the electric di-

pole moment is small. Moreover, since it is propor-
tional to the soft-core area, the dipole moment is
maximal in zero field, where, however, the vortex
pairs separate into a lattice of Mermin-Ho vortices.
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